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Custom cookies are a unique gift that are personalized just for you.
Our signature sugar cookies are hand crafted using the highest
quality ingredients. Our goal is to take your ideas and themes and
turn them into a work of edible art.

favors
F avo rs: Pr ic e range between $2.50-$8.50 depending on the size of the cookie
and the amount of detail. All the same cookie design and same size cookie.
P R I C E S by size

Minis

1” + Cookies Classic: $1.75 Detailed $2.75 Intricate: n/a

Small

2” + Cookies Classic: $2.50 Detailed $4.00 Intricate: $5.50

Medium 3” + Cookies Classic: $3.50 Detailed $5.00 Intricate: $6.50
Large

4” + Cookies Classic: $4.50 Detailed $6.00 Intricate: $7.50

X Large 5” + Cookies Classic: $5.50 Detailed $7.00 Intricate: $8.50

minis

$24.00 a dozen based on two colors*. Minis are 1” to 2” in size in size depending on the cookie shape.

classic

Classic Dozen: Starting at $42. A classic dozen is a mix and match of small and medium sized cookies based
upon a theme. You will receive two design choices on a simple dozen. For example, six number cookies and
six flower cookies. You get to choose three colors, airbrushing or stencil image. This set is for Logo pricing as
well. You may choose up to three colors*.

detailed
Detailed Dozen: Starting at $52. A detailed dozen is a mix and match of small/medium/large
cookies based upon a theme. If the designs requested are more detailed the cookies will be a
medium size. On a detailed dozen, you can choose up to four colors*. This set may include
stenciling, airbrush technique, sprinkle embellishing.
.

intricate
Intricate Dozen: Starting at $65. An intricate dozen has it all! It includes an
assortment of medium and large size cookies based upon a theme. You can request specific
fonts, designs, and choose up to six colors*. Cookies may be hand cut and hand painted
cookies, stenciling, airbrush technique and sprinkle embellishing. This set may include character and edible photo cookies.

*Each additional color request is $5.00.
**If ordering more than one dozen you can mix and match custom dozens. For example, one classic dozen and one detailed dozen.
**Cookies come standard packaged in a heat sealed cellophane bag. If you would like them on a tray please add $2 per dozen to your order. If
you would like them tied with a satin ribbon it is .65 cents extra per cookie.

